The Language Centre at the International House of the Technical University of Braunschweig is looking for

Lecturers of English for levels A1- B1 (CEFR) on an honorary basis

for the winter semester 22/23

Working context:
The English department of the Language Centre offers language courses during the semester and in the form of compact courses (in March and September) at levels A1 to C1/C2. The target group are students and scientists of the TU Braunschweig, mainly from technical and scientific disciplines. The English courses focus mainly on the special linguistic requirements needed in an academic context.

Tasks:
Preparation, implementation and follow-up of English classes including preparation and correction of exams in semester-long courses and compact courses during semester breaks at levels A1.2 to B1 for students of all faculties. Teaching may be conducted both face-to-face and online.

Profiel:
• native English speaker or English proficiency at a high level (C1/C2 CEFR)
• university degree in English/Teaching English or in another subject area suitable for teaching the language
• several years of teaching experience, preferably in higher education
• experience with online-based forms of language teaching
• experience with Moodle and Big Blue Button would be an advantage
• ability to work in a team
• knowledge of German at level B2 required.

Type of employment:
Teaching assignment of a maximum of 8 SWS - 124 teaching units per semester (on an honorary basis; no permanent position). For further information, please contact Dr. Christina Neidert (c.neidert@tu-braunschweig.de).

We look forward to receiving your complete and informative application documents exclusively by email to: c.neidert@tu-braunschweig.de

Contact
Technische Universität Braunschweig
International House / Language Centre
Dr. Christina Neidert
Bültenweg 74/75
38106 Braunschweig